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SUME_RY

The paper, proposes a method for. decomposing large optim_Za.tion problems
encount-erecL in the design of engineering systems suc.h_as an a_rcraXt into a
number of smalle_ subproblemS. The-decomposition is achieved, by organizing
the problem and the subordinated subproblems in a tree hier_archy and- (1)

):. minimizing the constraint violation_in each subproblem using it_ local design
I: vat-tables while holding constant the kigher level var-iables which figuJ_e as
_rm parameter_s in the subproblem minimizatJon, (2) calculating the sensitivity-

derivatives of the subproblem minimum solution to the parameters, (3) using
the derivatives to form a linear extrapolation ofzeach subproblem minimum with
r.espect to the higher level var-i3bles, (4) optimizing the system for its
objective- functio_ and constraints, including the l.inear extrap_Iation of each
subsystem constraint violation minimum in lieu of repeated subsystem

iL- minimizations, (5) repeating operations (1) through (4) until convergence-is
attained.

The decomposition is introduced for a two-level system and generalized to a
m_itilevel case. A formalizati.onof the procedure_uitabIe for computer
implementation is developed and the state of readiness of the implementation__
building blocks is reviewed showing that the ingredient_ for the development.
are on the shelf. The decomposition method is also shown to be compatible
with the "natural" human organization of the design process of engineering
systems. It is, therefore-,_iewed as.an opportunity to bring mathematical
rigor to that process without-overturning its tims-honored organizational
structure. The method is also examined with respect to the trends in computer

i hardware and software progress to point out that its efficiency can beamplified by network computing using parallel processors. A few_numerical
examples drawn from the areas of structures and aircraft design are given to
illustrate the salient conceptual points of the method. While the fuJl
validation of the method still remains, its presentation here provides a guide
to its development and test applications, and an opportunity to eiicit
comments, critiques, and improvements to a basic concept.

)
i iii
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I.ISl' OF SYMBOLS-
i

Vari abl es ............

Foe som_ variables,_ notation is given in: shorthand and tonghand .forms and
upper and lower case, e,g,, B, B(NLD); Gi,g i.

A cross-sectional area

B, B(NID) vector of behavior variables at node-NID

CID _ identification of a-r_raint vector

E, E(CID) vector of equality constraints

_--: Ej,ej element--of {E}

F, F(V,H) objective function

f function in a-general mathematical sense, also objective
function

G, G(CID) inequality constraint

Gj, gj element of {G}

H, H(NID) vector of parameters

Hj, hj element of {H}

I cross-sectional moment of inertia

K stiffness matrix

NID node identification in general, NID is a vector NID =
{u,v}, where u is the node level number (u=1 is system
level), v is the node position in its level counted from
left (.e.g, fig. 5 and Table II)

NQI(SSID1,SSID2) network interaction quantity representing influence of
subsystem SSIDI on subsystem SSID2

P cumulative measure of constraint violation (cumulative
constraint, penalty term)

Ps P for a node playing the role of a system

Pi P for a node SSIDi playing the role of subsystem

iv
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_.. wN

!i p!n same as-NlD, used_whenever _the node. is d_.scussed--_--i_ -
parent ro_e

il QI, QI(PID,SSII)_ 'ector of i_teraction quantities representing influence ofparent system P6g on its subsystem SSID

RQ_I,RQI(PID,SSID) vector of interaction quantities representing influence oL---

(i a subsystem-SSID on its parent-system,RID

! $SID same.as NID, used whenever the node is discussed in its
subsystem role. A subscripted form, e.g., SS[DI_ SSID2
is used to distinguish two di-ffere_tSSID vectors
corresponding to two subsystems

V vector of design variables in general,_may denote X or Y
_o.: or both

vi element of vector V

X, X(PID) I. vector of design-variables of a node playing the role
of parent to its subsystems

2. vector of parameters in a Subsystem optimization (see
definition of H)

_. Xi subscripted Form of X, e.g, X1 and X u.seclto
distinguish vectors X for different no_esI,

xi element of vector- X

xr1" element of vector Xi__--

I Y, Y(SSID) vector of design variables of a node playing the role of a
r"

I; subsystem

_. Yi subscripted form of Y, e.g., YI and Y2, used to
)/ " distinguish vectors Y for different bodes

Yi element o? vector Y

" Constants

k number of the system level constraints

n number of design variables

m number of constraints in general

q number ot elements in vector {xi}

" s2 number of subsystems in a multilevel system

.- V
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_-,_._i̧

_I;!!S! _ denotes-an incre4mp.r_tof _ variable, e..g.: _xi
_..r._. _: a...._._11 positive constant

i

J: Subscri_ Superscripts

B ...............initialvalue of P

e extrapolatedvalue

_: L 1owe_ bound

i aska subscript: positionof design variablein a vectorof variables;
a generalpurposesubscript;as a superscript:identifiesa subsystem
to which the vacJabiepertains

j positionof a constraintin a vectorof constraints;a generalpurpose
subscript

o initiaivalue from which one extrapolates

p perturbedvalue

:.....:i r generalpurposesubscriptfor a vectorelement

i q value of Pt in iteration q

-:i Q numberof decrementsfor reducing PB to zero

.il.: s systemquantity

._ t target value to which P is to be reduced

i

_..i. {_AC(i_AQ),IMC constraintoperator (seesubsection

__!'_ Operators,sectioBFORMALIZATION...)
=:._;_ _AQ((X,H),(QI,RQI,NQI)),_AQ interactonan_lysis Ol_rator,first
..._.) parenthesis-input,second parenthesis-
_,i output

-_iii (_ASW(OAW),_ASW interactionanalysissweep operator

,_ _OBJ((X),(H,F)),_OBJ objectivefunctionoperator

i_ (bOPTm((H)'(v'_))'(_OPTm optimizationoperator(m=1,or ,n=:2)

;_i _SEN((H,V,¢),(@V/@Hj,D@/_Hj)),_SENoptimumsensitivityanalysisoperator

i _SUBSW(OOPT].,OSEN),_SUBSW subsystemelimination sweep _}per'ator
c"

vi
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1
_TER procedure termL_ OperatOr

PS pa.ren_ system

SS subsystem

SSu,_. s_bs_stem identified by subscripts defined in SSID

STO subject to

character overbar indicates the optimum value (constrained minimum
solution)

character tilde indicates the system quantity

* ** before and after one iterationD

vii
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_- The purpose of this .report _s to propose a-method-for decomposimja l_lrge
•l; optimization probtem into a hierarchy of- much Smaller subproblems, ar_ to-
=_:- provide a. blueprint for development-of a computer implementation for the
i_ _,ethod..Several, general purpose-orte,ted, decomposition schemesbased on

_i variOus sets of-restrictive assumptions have been proposed. Someof them are---

d_scribed in eef.._l, in which numeroussources, are also quoted._ I_ addition,
decomposition schemesspecialized-for structurat optimizatio_ h_ve also been

• • introduced (e.g._ ref, 2 and 3).. However, there seems to be no scheme-
__ avaitable that would be adequate]_ generaL ar_l efficient to meet the need for

opttmizati.on of large multidisciplinacy engineering systems.... In absence of

_,, such a scheme, an attempt to perform such-optimization using disciplinaryana_lyses of a. significant depth would saturate even the-most advanced
optimization software-hardware systems available today,

_i There is ample motivation for undertaking development of a schemefor
"-" optimizationof large multidisciplinaryengineeringsystemsat this time. On

; one hand there is a need to bringmathematicalopt'Imi_zationmethodsto bear on
truly large engineeringdesign problems,for examplesynthesisof aircraftas
multidisciplinaryengineeringsystems. On the othe;,hand, there is an
opportunitybroughtabout by recenttheoreticaland cor_putertechnology

__ developments. Some of these developmentsare- (I) approximateanalysisand---.......................
variablett_king(e.g_,refo 4), (2) analyticalgenerationOf gradient

i_i' informat:io_(e.g.,r_fs._4_5, 6, 7, 8), (3) piecewise-linear-optimizationof
nonlinearproblems (e.g,,refs. g, I0-)_(4) reductionof the multitudeof
constraintsto one cumulative-constraint(e.g., re1_.8), (5) sensitivity

;: analysisof optimumsolutions(ref. 11), (6) development-ofdistributed
!_; (network)comput'inginvolvingrelativelyinexpensivemini and microcomputers

linkedwith mainframecomputers(ref.12), and employingcomprehensivedata
_ management-systems(ref. 13).

It appea.'sthat the desiredcapabilitycan be developedin a way d_scribedin
this report. The reportbeginswith an introductionof the linear

- decompositionprinciplein a n_rrativeform, with a minimumof mathematics,to
establishan understandingof the basic idea which is very simple. Next, a

:'_': formalizationof the basic idea intoa proceduresuitablefor computer
implementationis given includingidentif-tcationof all the-buildingblocks,
their state of readiness,and-discussionof the devetopmentwork requiredto

• make each block ready for i_tegrationin the procedure. Specificationsfor
the verificationtestingare presentedto establishtestingas one of the

_ criticalstagesof the development. Finally,compatibilityof the proposed
methodwith the organizationof atypieal design office is discussedt:oshow
that the method supportsthe naturalt_'dencyof engineersto work in
concurrentlyoperatingspecialtygroups,each dealingwith a limitedpart of
the problem,and that it can exploitthe parallelprocessingcapabilityof a
distributed(netwOrk)computing.

L The paper offers no numericalexamplesfor executionof the enti,%_method
- becausesuch completeexampleswill requiret:ompletionof the very development

outlinedherein. However,partialexamplesare used to illustratesalient
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-_ points of;tl_ app,'each, and. execution of complot'.e examp_les is ,_pecified _.s a
_i ve_Ficatton _equiremet}t. I_lparticu_lar,the propo_d approach is documetited

=!i_: here to provide a t_tuepeint;fop d_veLopmc_ntand eValuation, a_Ld.to serv_--as--a
_':r_ ba.._elinefor critique, modlfica.tions_and imp_ro_v_m_,e_nt_.

--,T,Ii

D"_:_ KEY IDEA FOR T;'IEDECOMPOSITION

._=_: The optimization problem under consideration is a general nonlinear -
_'i_. mathematical programing problem of finttinga vector of design
_"._.:_ variabtes {V} that minimizes an objective function i-'(V)and satisfies

::;i_- constraints gj(V). In a stattdard-notat;-ion:

!

-;i_;._..:. min F(V)iv} (I)
-_i STO (subject to) gj(V)(O, j = I�m;

:} Recognizing that the number of design variables and constraints is large, one
...._-.)_ asserts that it may be advantageous to make the problem more tractable by
--:)
_:"tl solving it as an assembly of separate but coupled smaller problems, that_is to
"_= solve it using a decomposition approach, instead of the "alloin-one" approach.-_

-.__;

-_._ Th_ basic idea for decomposition, termed a linear decomposition for reasons
,S

-_ that wi11--soonbecome apparent, will be first introduced using a framework_I'

:)i structure as an example. Next, it will be presented at a completely general
_ level of abstraction beginning with a system whose design variables form a

_"I' two-level hierarchy and, subsequently, generalizing to a multilevel hierarch:.

--I Introductory Example
!;

_. A fralneworkstructure shown in figure I iS a particular example of a two-level

i!i system. The framework is made up of three I-beams, each defined by 6

i_i: cross-section design variables (see section A-A in fig. I) hence 18 variables

_i need to be considered in optimization of the entire structure for minimum mass-i under a static load.--However, the problem can be decomposed into smaller
---._ subproblems because analysis of the framework for displacements, and internal
._ forces shown in fig. 2, can be carried out with sufficient accuracy for

--_r_ engineering purposes knowing only the cross-sectional area A and moment of

1_CI! inertia I_ for each beam; in fact only Iv is required if beams are

i slender. The detailed cross=sectional dime_sions (design variables) shown in
the inset in figure 1, do not enter that analysis.

).

-'i This observation suggests a decomposition of the "all-in=one" optimization
problem of 18 variables into 4 smaller proble_s: 3 pro;Jlemsat a componenti

..! (subsystem) level each entailing 6 design variables to determine the detailed
cross-sectional dimensions, and I problem of 6 (or 3) system level variables

-_:... representing A and Iy (or Iy only) for each beam. The resuIti,_g
iterative procedure may-be summarized in the following sequence of steps shown

......_.=- separately for each of the two levels:

r
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_i __ji_

: Sy.ste_ level - whole fra_ork Component (subsystem) level -
eacll sepal'ate, beam

1. Define loads, i-_ Initializedetaile(Ldimensions.

2, Defi_e displaccn,ent ¢.onstr-_nts. 2. Compute A_Ly for each.beam.

3. Rove to the s_stem level.

4. Anal,yze the framework t-o compute_-
its di splaceme.ts and _he-.end
for-ces (N,H,T,_fig. 2) on each
beam. Compute derivatives of
these quantities w_th respect to
the A, [y of each beam......

5. Hove to the componentlevel.

6. For bean_1, hold con_ant the e-_
forces- N, H, T and the values
A and -Iy,

Analyze the beamto eva.luate its
constraints such-as stress and
l oca.1 buckl i ng.

Form a single measure of the
constraint violation using, for
example, an exterior penalty

'_ii: function.

;I Optimize6 cross-sectionaldimensionsas subsystemdesign
,_ variablesto minimizethe measure
::I of constraintviolationas an

objectivefunctionsubjectto
minimumgage and other side

_i! constraints,including equality_

constraintson A and I
[he equalityconstraintsYassure

that the beams A and ly .. .
) computed from the cross=sectlonal

dimensionsare equal to those

'i,,ti prescribedat the systemlevel.

_i! 7. For optimizedbeam, computede=
! rivativesof the minimizedFneas-
ii ure of the constraintviolation

and the subsystemdesign vari-
ables with respectto the con-

stants: N, M, T and A, ly.
i

i I

", 3

_ L ......
_L_ :::: .......................
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B. P,_p(._t from 6 fo_-h_._m5 Z a01d3.

9, Move to the ,Ly_tnm l_tv_l.

]0. At,proximateth(:minimized
measures of r.h_ constrairtt violao-
tion in (,_chbeam _s linear tune..
tions of 6 quantities A and

ly. by o linear laylor eXl)ansion,
.. usIng the deriv_,tiyes computod

in step 7. In this expansion
each of'the t'ndforces N, M, T
is also approximated as a linear
function of all 6 quantities A,
and I using derivatives com°
puted _n step 4.

: II. Optimize 6 system level variables

A, ly, to minimize structural
mass subject to:

a) framework displacement con-
straints approximated as func-

tions of A and ly. by
linear Taylor expanslon using
derivatives computed in
step 4.

b) constraints requiring tha_ the !
minimized measure of the con-
straints violation in each

beam be reduced by a pre-
determined decrement.

c) move limits on the variables
A and I to protect
accuracy Yf the linear Taylor
expansions and to account for
side constr,_intsof the sub-

system design variables. The
latter are approximated as

functions of A and ly by a
linear Taylor expansion using m
deriwtives computed in Istep 7.

I

d) side constaints on A ar,d I
ly. I
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12, Repeat from 4--with the system
-, level desitjn variab]e_ A and

Iy obtained in step H, and the
corresponding approximate suh_.

: system design variables estimated
by _ linear extrapolation a_
described in step lie.

;'- Terminate when :

a) the framework displacements
are _ithin constraints.

': b) the minimized n_easureof con-
''; sttaint violation for each

beam is reduced to at least
zero.

;. c) no further reduction of:the
framework mass appears

possibl e. i|

/ OUL I_,.//=-I'_,.1// /Vl I/ _



Tileprocedure differ_ from refs. 2 and Z]in the formulatiohs of the subsystem
and system level o_tcF"_.at'ions(steps 6 axed11) and the way the two levels are
linked by m_ans of t,,.-'u#timum sensitivity analysis (_teA}s7 and 10).

The framework example,given here in a purely descriptive man._eris repeated in
Api}endixA, cast in the formulation of the genera] decomposition method
presented herein. To provide more examples for the salient points of the
method, Appendix A d_.scribesalso two other appl_ations: including a case of
an aircraft viewed as a muli:idisciplinary.s_stem, The method will now be
introduced at an abstract level and Frequent reference to Appendix A is
recommended as the discussion unfolds.

Ii Two-Level System Optimization
A two-level system, that does not have to be a structure, is depicted.in

_ii" figure 3 by a Venn diagram showing a system with a number of subsystems
connected to it, so that the variables X = IXI,X2_...Xi....} are system
design variables and variables Yi are subsystem design variables. By
definition, Xi are those variables whose values must be known to analyze
the system to obtain the relevant behavior variables and the objective

function, and Yj are those variables whose values are not needed to
perform that analysis, although they are needed for analysis of subsystem i.

Ar_optimization problem posed for the system together with its subsystems
calls for finding values of the design variables _X} and {Y} that minimi-ze
an objective function subject to constraints on the behavior variables in the
system and all the subsystems. In principle, the problem can be solvedby
collecting all eiements of iXl and {YI in one vector of design variables
such as vector {V} in eq. I, to be manipulated by an appropriate
optimization algorithm coJpled in an iterative loop with an analysis algorithm
which evaluates the objective function and all the constraints.

In contrast to this "all-in-one" approach, a decomposition approach separates
the system and subsystem optimizations into an iteratively executed sequence
of steps, each described in one of the following subsections.

Sxstem analysis.- For the values of system variables Xi prescribed by an
optimization algorithm and other required inputs, the system is anal.yzed. The
analysis outputs the system constraints, objective function, ar_.dthe
information needed as inputs for analyses of each subsystem.

This implies a simplifying assumption that the system is strictly hierarchical
so that information generated by system analysis satisfies input requirements
for the subsystems below but the system analysis input does not depend on the

.._. outputs from the subsystem analyses, and, similarly, output from analysis of

_) one subsystem is not needed as input fo- analysis of another subsystem. In
., other words, the influence of one component of the system on another is

restricted to a top-down influence with no reverse and lateral influences
•C aIiowed.

L

6
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It is recognized, that most engineer-i.p_g_yst-ems are networks ancL,,consequently,
the reverse and iateea;t i_luences do exist. _Theretocej. the simpl-tfy.ing
assumption defi.ned above _ only temporarily useclto keep the. introduction of
the basic concept concise, In the next section, the meansto a.ccommodate-the
reverse and lateral influences are defi_e_l, and it is explained in Appendix B ...........
how these influences can be included in the basic concept,

Subsystemoptimizations.- Whenthe system's analysis-is completed, each
subsystem""" ....1 is optimized as • separate subproblem "i." Xn each subproblem
"i," the variables Xi are kept constantand the design variables Yi are
sought to minimizean objectivefunction. The subsystemobjectivefunctionis
not the same as the system'sone. Instead,it is definea_asa singlemeasure
of-unsatisfactionof the constraintslocal to the subsystem"i." One such
measureis a well-knownformulationfor the penaltyterm in the exterior
penaltyfunction(ref.5):

Pi =jZ(<gj>)2

(2)

gj, if gj>O_
Kgj> =

0.0, if-gj_O.

i
It representsthe sum of the squaresof violatedconstraints g_ in subsystem
i and will be referredto as a cumulativeconstraint. M£nimizationof Pi
is subjectto upper and lower bound limitson elementsof {Yil and equality
constraintsare requiredto maintaina constant {Xi}. These equality
constraintsarise from the functionalrelationship

{Xil = f({Yi}),oc f({Xi},{Yi}) = 0 (2a)



!

T
I
4

t

which is assumed to _i_t between the-two levels oi_the design vaPiabl.es(for
an example, see beam cros_-sectiona-1 area and moment of-inertia as a function
of the cross-sectiofial dimensions--in a framework-, eqs. AI-,A2, in Appendix A).
Thus, the subsystem optimiz_ation .-is

min Pi({Yi},{Xi})
IYi)

(3)

STO: {Yi}L_< {Yi} _< {Yilu

e!({Yi} {Xi}) = O, j = 1 ij

Sensitivity analysis of optima! subsystems.- Next, the optimum solution for
each subsystem "i" is analyzed for its sensitivity to elements of{Xi}.
This analysis (ref. 11) yields-derivatives of the optimum objective function
and design variables with respect to the constant parameters of the
optimization problem. Specifically, the partial derivatives of Pi and

{Yi} with respect to element x_ of {Xi} are obtained. These partial

derivatives are Reeded to expres_ the optimal values ofi Pi and {Y:} as
functions of the finite increments _x_ of variables xr by means of

linear extrapolations:

(Pile = (_i)o + vPiT{6xi} (4a)

q i
(¥i)e = (Ti)u + ZvYiT6x (4b)

r=1 r

The extrapol_tions (eq. 4) in effect turn the optimal subsystem solution
Pi and {Yi} into functions of the system level variables which are
perturbed by {6X} so that IX}p = {X}o + {6X}. As explained in the next
section, the increments 6xi are variables in a consecutive stage of the
system level optimization whose starting point is defined by {Xo}. The
functions shown in eq. 4 will be referred to as linear representation of
subsystem i, hence, the name of the linear decomposition method.

8



..'_ L ....... r .... '

-'SL_:

System pptimiza_.-- After all the subsystems, have been-optimized and their
l_ne_r repre_ntatl.ons.establi_hed, it is t1_e sy.stem's turn to be_J)ptim_edo

In this optiJHizati_)n, one seeks vatues of the elements-uL {6X} to miJ_izean ob_i..ye function F(X) subject-to constraints .................

_: T-heconstraints are:

_-=I!=_ i. upper and lower limitson elements of {X}

_ 2. upper and lower limits on elements of {Yi} vectors for all
...... subsystems

_ 3. requirement that the sum of the-measure_ of unsatis_action of the

_i system and subsystem constraints be reduced by a predeterminedamount.

_-_-_'_ Constraints i are ordinary side constraints Constraints 2 are similar to

il move limiCs used in optimizatio_ by means of sequentiaJ piecewi-se
linearization (e;g., ref. 10) and are required to prevent deterioration of the
extrapol-ation accuracy (eq,_ 4) beyond an acceptable limit. Constraint 3 is a

1 cumulative constraint defined in eq. 2 but generalizedto encompass the system
and a11 of its subsystems, so that it• becomes

•,

_) P = PS + Z.Pi (5)

wllere Ps = _(<gj>)2 represents the sy_stemconstr-aintS.ofSp_cigically,
__:-_ constraint 3 is written as a single constraint in terms :

G(X) : P-Pt@ (6)
I:
]

-/i where P is computable as a function of {6X} because Ps in eq. 5 can be

_Ii obtained-from analysis of the system which yields the values of gj, and the
_ term ZPi in that equation is a linear function of {6X} via eq. 4. The
-_-_._ Pt quantity is a target reduction of the constraint unsatisfaction
_)_ established by prescribing a reduction schedule for P at the beginning of

the whole process. For example, if a reduction schedule were set to decrease
_V; P from an initial value of PB to zero in Q equal decrements, then a
_ Ptq for iteration q would be:

P = PB- q(PB/Q)= PB(Z-q/Q) (7)

)i Thus, the system optimization has the meaning of finding {6X} that reduce
T the total constraint unsatisfaction by a predetermined amount while minimizing
%, the objective function.

....

2--

:L
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I

• i

.| _i In-_.concise notation, it is

_! rainF (+X)__ (Ba)
l x}

STO: {XIL4 {X} 4 {XIU (Sb)

(Yi}L_< (Yi} _< {Vi}u" i _ I +s2 (8c)

G(6X) = P-Pt _< 0 _d)

Whe_a solution {_X} is found.,one increments variables {X} a_d {Yi} ,
the latter via eq. 4b.----

_r,_::'__ Lte:_,_ve process and its ter,nination..-The optimization procedure terminates

_"/_.!i _henthe syst'emopt_'mizati6nyield'sF = Fmin, within constraints 1 and 2,
with P _<_ in constraint 3, (eq..8d). Otherwise,.the analysis of the-system
with new {XI and {Yi} obtained in the most-recent subsystems and system

_:,v: optimizations is repeated and the procedure continues_until convergence. Th,e
-"__ convergence consideratio:_swill be discussed further in the following
-i;i' sections.

Consistent with the exterior penalty approach used in eq. 2, the procedure

cannot progress unless a nonzero cumulative constraint value exists to be-

reduced in eq. 3 anrJ&. Consequently, the initial design must be infeasible
with respect to at least one local or system constr_nt.

Main features of two-l.e.vel.system.optimization.- The decomposition approach
then, l_ads to _n iterative process in wh"ich:

_!: I. The s?stem and subsystems are initialized in the infeasible domain.
2. System level optimization are interspersed between the ser+es of

' subsystem optimizations. Each optimization involves a number of
_ design variables smaller than that-required by the "all-i':_-one"

i!I approach._ 3. The objective function is entirely controlled by variables {X} at
_; the system level and never figures in the subsystem level
,_ optimizations directly. However,.each optimal subsystem participates

_II; in the system level optimization by means of its linearrepresentation.

)._ 4. The procedure terminates when all constraints in the system and
_ subsystems are satisfied and the objective function is a minimum.
' 5. The decomposition is achieved by optimizing _.Jl)systemsto obtain the

-_ best possible satisfaction of their 1oca-iconstraints consistent-with

.'_ the parameters imposed by the system, and t_en co;istructingtheir
...._ii linear representations to be included in optimization of the system.

Generalization to Multilevel Systems

•, In many engineering systems, the number of levels required to reduce the
_; suboptimization problems to manageable sizes may be greater than two.

=: However, it is straightforward to generalize the idea to more than two
i. levels. A three-level system is illustrated by the Venn diagrams shown in
_. fig. 4. The cluster drawn with a heavy line is the two-level system

=:, introduced in fig. 3 and discussed in the previous section. That cluster is
_ now a part of a more than two-level system whose description requires a
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suitably modified.notation. Ip.that system $2,.1 _eIates.to S1 I in
the same way that S_.I, $3 2, $R_3 relate to $2,]_ in the tWo_.feve:l
scheme where $2,t pf_¥s t_e rote of a system and S_3,I, $3.2,
and.._S3,3 ace subsystems, r

To pr_oceedw.iththe method one must:

I. optimize the c_uster composed of subsystem S_.I, and subordinated
subsystems $3,I, $3,2, and $3,3, as iJ_-itwere a two-level
system. The previously dtscussed-procedurm applies here with one
important differehce: the objective function to be-minimized

for S2,I i_ taken to be the cumulative const_aiht-(eq. 5)
representing constraint unsatisfaction i_-the entire cluster and,
consequently, the optimization of S2.]. iS defined by eq..3..

2-.....repeat the above for other clusters ih wb_ch--thetop subsystem

are $2,2, $2 3, *-.$2,1, etc._
3. perform sensitivity analysis of each optimum $2_j to construct

their linear representations to be used in optimlzation of Sl,1.
Embedded in that linear representation of the S2..i subsystem are
the-linear representations of all the subsystems iB the cluster
subordinated to _.

4. optimize the $I,1 system in a way anal_)gous-tothe system
optimization in the two-level scheme, defined by eq. 8 which includes
the-system objective function.

The generalization is.pecursive and appIJcabte to a hierCr:chyof unTimited
numbe_rof levels because in the process of decomposition all subsystems at
each level are "swept" out and replaced by their linear representations. Each
of these representations (eq. 4) and the associated move limits (eq.-Sc) are
carried upward to be use.din optimizations offthe higher level subsystems.
This horizontal sweeping out o_ the-subsystems and upward percolation of their
linear _epresentations together with the move limits continues,_until only one
system remains to be optimized on the top of the pyramid.

Thus, the main features of the multilevel optimization are the same as those
given in the preceeding subsection for two-level optimization with the last of
them reformulated as follows:

"5. The decomposition is achieved by optimizing subsystems at each
level to obtain the best possible satisfaction of their local
constraints consistent with the parameters imposed by their
corresponding parent systems of the next higher level, and tllen
constructing their linear representations to be included in
optimizations of these parent systems." ...................................

KEY ELEMENTS OF THE METHOD IMPLEMENTATION

The basic concept of optimization with decomposition can be formalized in a
way suitable for computer implementation, The formalization described in this
section is given in terms of:

11
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':_,: - hierarchial structure
;' - nodes_ and e.lus-ters of nodes

....... - design ahd beiMvJor vari-ab3_
- parameters
- interaction quantities
- objective functio_

_: - operators
:,- - iterative-procedure

Each of these entities is defined and assigned a FORTRAN_-likenotation (also
_. restated in the List of Symbols).

;:?.--

" Hierarchial System

t_ /ksystem hierarchial structure is given in figr 5. In that structure, one may
_._..- iden_i-fy-apair of nodes composed of a parent system, PS, and subsystem, SS.....

The identification is recursive so that any node can be designated PS for an
_<.... SS at a lower level and, conversely, it may also be designated an SS
. subordinated to a node at a higher level. This recursivity is essential to

assure flexibility oF expanding the hierarchial structure downward and upward
as needed. Each-nod_ in the hierarchy is identified by two-element integer

- position vector, NID, stating a level number from top (top level is designated
as L) and horizontal position from left. The notation PIt)--NID and SSID z I

NID is used when a given node is referred to as a parent and a subsystem, '
respectively. Referring to fig. 5 for an example, the node-marked
with PS has PID-z NID = 2,2, and the one marked with SS has SSID = NI/J

' = 3,4 . _

Two examples of clusters o? nodes are shown in figure 5 in the dashed-line
envelopes. Nodes in a cluster are subordinated to a single cluster parent
node on top of the cluster hierarchy. In the extreme, the entire system is a
cluster subordinated to node (1,1). In the other extreme, a cluster may be
degenerate and consist of only one node (e.g., node (3,2)). The entire graph
shown in fig. 5 can be described in a tabular form shown in Table I, in which
each unity entry represents a link between the nodes designated on top and
left edges-of the table and indicates existence of parent-subsystem
interactions.

Design Variables, Parameters, and Behavior Variables

The design variables of a parent system are defined as the quantities which
are being changed by an optimization algorithm in the optimization of parent
system. The design variables are collected in a vector denoted X, and,
optionally X(PID).

Design variables of a subsystem are defined as the quantities which are being
changed by the optimization algorithm in the optimization of a subsystem.
They are collected in a vector denoted Y, and, optionally, Y(SSID).
Symbol V is used to denote both X and Y.

]2



i._ The par_inet,e_s of-optimi.z_tion are defined as the ptlysical quaretities that
_ema.in- constant _ in the-optimizer-ion of parent system or subsystem., Thej_ are-
elements irr vectors denoted: H, and, optlo_a/Jy, J_P(_E_D)and H(SStD) for-the
parent system-and subsystem_ respectively.

Behavior (state) variables are physical quantities that chacact_rize the state
of a part_icular node in the system and.are output by the node-.anal-ysis_ Ihese
variables-are used to formulate constraints,_an objecti_e-function,_and to
describe mutual influences among the nodes. The behavior variables are
elements of a vector denoted--B, and, optionally, B(PIO) and B(SSIi_),for
parent system and subsystem, respectively, recognizing that B = B(V,H)_L....

Parent-Subsystem Interactions

_, Interactio_ quantities form a subset of the-set of behavior variables of a
node an_ are defined as these behavior variables whi.chrepresent influence--
of a parent system on each of its subsystem by being a part of the subsystem
analysis input. They are collected in a vector denoted QI, and optienally,
QI CPID,SSID)._

[:. Occasionally, some of the da1_athat go as input into analysis of a parent
system will aI_sogo w.tthoutany change as input into anatySes of om_, or more,

i! subsys_temsof that.parent. For conceptual uniformi1:yof the aRpreach, such-
>_ data will be regarded as having passed through the parent-system analysis and,_

therefore, will be categorized as QI, as illustrated by an aircraft example
in Table IV, entries QI and X....

_i:: Many systems of-practical interest are organized as networks so that output of
_ a particular node analysis ma_ enter as input the analysis of its parent node

and, possibly, analysis of another node bypassing their common parent node.
Applicability of the decomposition is extended to such systems by int-roducing

)i t_o additional types of interaction quantities< a Reverse Interaction
•_ Quantity and a Network interaction Quantity.

_! Reverse Interaction Quantities form a subset of the set of behavior variables
_i_-_ of a node and-are defined as the physical quantities which are the output of--a
_i) subsystem analysis and represent the influence,of that subsystem on its parent

system by being a part of the input into the parent system analysis. They are

collected in a vector denoted RQI and, optionally, RQI(PIO,SSID),
_ analogously to QI(PID,SSID).....

!:
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Network Iz_teractionQuan{-itiesform a subset of the set-of behavior variables
of a mode-and.are defined as the.physical quantities which a_methe output of a
subsystem by constituting a part of the other subsy_stem'sanalysis input
directly, by_Dassi_ the parents of the two subsystems involved.

These qun_ities are collected in a vector denoted NQ[ and, optionaIly,
NQI(SSIDI,SSID2) to indicate the direction of the influence from
subsystem identified by SSIDI to subsystem identified-by SSID2.

The definitions of RQI and NQI_ are included--inthe body of the report for
completeness. However, explanation of how they can be included in the
procedure-is,deferred to Appendix B.

Objective Function

The objective function is defined in two different ways: For the parent sytem
of the highest level (P[D = 1,1), the objective function is the measure of
goodness (figure of merit) for the entire hierarchical system. In other
words, this objective function is the same one that would have been chosen if
the_optimization without decomposition were to be performed. For each of the
subsystems, the objective function is the measure of constraint unsatisfaction
defined by eq. 5 for the given subsystem and all subsystems subordinated to it
(an end_i-recluster). The objective function is denoted by F, and,
optionally, F(PID) and F(SSID) recognizing that F = F (V_H).

Con,traints

Constraints of optimization are stated in the form of inequalities and
equalities. The constraints are denoted by:

G _ O, E = O, and, optionally

G(NID) _ O, E(NID) = 0
where

G = G(V,H),
and_

E = E(V,H).

14
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Operators

In the optimization procedure, the quantities defined in the foregoing
constitute input _nd output of several algorithms-_d_=ick will be.-referred-to as
operators in a generic sense, These operaters are computer pJ_._ram
subroutines, programs o_ program systems in w' ch the actual_content is

; problem dependent. They are defined below by ,,ames, always beginning with a
• character (b,followed by a list of input and odtput variables_ in that order,

grouped in parentheses.

[hteraction analysis operator.-,This operator computes the interaction
quantities:/_QIXPID,SSID), RQi(PID,SSID), and NQI(SSIDi,SSIDj) when

_ applied to a node of a system_ There may be several vectors QI, as many of
them as many subsystems SSID there are in a cluster directty subordinated-to
the parent node PID, and there may also be severa| NQI vectors pe? node....
Howe_er, for each node there is only one vector RQI.

The operator is denoted by (_AQ,and, optionally _AQ((V,H), (QI,RQI,NQI)),
where QI, RQI and- NQI stand for all vectors QI(PID,SSID),

RQL(PID,SSIDi), and NQI(SSIDi,SSIDj), respectively.

interaction analysis sweep operator.- This operator carries out executions of
the approp-riate _A_ operator for each node of the hierarchical system.__In a
system of physically dissimilar nodes, many operators _AQ ofdiCferent
analytical capabilities are required, therefore, the (_ASW operator must be
capable _o/__matchingtlie _AQ's witlithe appropriate nodes.

Constraint op.erator.-This operator computes those behavior variables whose
computatior_Is not included in the node's _AQ_ operator and evaluates the
node constraints. The operator is denoted by _AC, and, optionally,
_AC((V,H,QI),(G,E)).

Similarly to the _}AQ's,there may be many pAC's of different analytical
capabilities to be matched with tiieparticular nod_ oZ the system. Logic to
do the-matching must be provided for in the overall op:imization procedure
itself. _

Objective function operator.- This operator applies to the top node only and
evaluates the objecti_vefun'ction F for the entire hierarchical system. The
operator is denoted by _)PBJ,or optionally, (bPBJ((X,H),XF)).

15
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i-)!. O]_ti_z_tion qperator._ This operator solves _n optimization problem for a

nod_e l'n't-__clly graph show_--_--fig. 5. In a standard notatioN-, th_problem iS:

min ,(V,H) (ga)

" {_0---- _.t 4; o (9b)t o

),; ]tic meaning of V and It, and the-definition of the objective function
:_ @ depend on the position of the node being optimized in the system
=' erarchy. Two types of position are distinguished as follows: I. A node

positioned anywhere except on the top of the hierarchy, and 2. The node
positioned on top (e.g. node 1,1 in fig. 5).

Case I: For node i subordinated to parent node j the-variables V = Yi,
and parameters H- Xj of the parent node,. The objective function is a
penalty function representing the constraint violation, ¢ - P(Y,X), eq, 2, in
the nod_._ If the node being optimized--isa parent of a nondegeherate cluster,
tllenits penalty function includes the constraint violations in all the nodes
in the cluster subordinated to it (eq. 5). These violations are evaluated by
linear representations of the subordinated nodes (eq, 4)..

The inequal-ityconstraints in eq. (gb) are the same as in eqs. (8b) and (8c),
except that the vect_ors {Yi} are included from all subsystems in the
cluster. The equality-constraints in eq. (9c) arise from the relationship
stated,in eq, (2a) which exists between X.he variables of--th.=,node and its
parent.

_ The optimization operator executing with the aforementioned definitions

!_i of V,H and ¢ will be referred to as executing in mode 1.
_i Case 2: For the parent system on top of the pyramidal hierarchy, theobjective function is the one for the entire hierarchical system, $ --_-F. The

)_]i design variables V _ X and H - H, where X and H are design variables
)J.' and parameters of the top node of the hierarchy. The inequality constraints

eq. (gb) are same as eqs. (8b) (8c), except vectors
in the in and that the

)_: {Yil are included from all subsystems of the entire system. The equality

_i constraints in eq. (9c) exist only, if required by the system level),_ optimization problem at hand; they do not arise from eq. (2a).

_I;:I The optimization operator executing with these definitions of @, V, and
H will b_ referred to as executing in mode 2.

:;i_ The optimization operator is denoted by (_PTm or, option_lly,
_PTm((H),(V,¢)) where V and @ denote optimum values of the design
variables and objective function, and m = I or m = 2 indicate the execution
mode. In its execution the optimization operator calls the operators I_IbBJ
(in mode 2 only) and I_AC.

.,L

- The operator is defined as a "black box," therefore the optimization procedure
it uses to solve eq. 9 can be freely selected and need not be specified in
detail here. It is conceivable that several optimization

• 16
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i opbCator_ employdng a_. optimization technique specialized
_uld-be USed1 c_ch

for a particular node-or group of node_. A togi_ necessary t_ match tt_e
_: opef'a_oe._--witt_the nodes mu__rovided f_r--in the ov_aU optimization
• procedure i tse Lf_

i Optimum seflsitSvi.t_L___al_y_is o_.- This operator cal,culaC.es d_t_tValt_Ve_
_.:" or V and ¢ wlt-h--P-6spect-topa_ameter'sH_ Specifically,for"a

node i s_rbordinatedto parentnode j the operatorw.illoutputthe partialderiVatives-of¢i- and Yi with respectto the elementsof Xj. The
,_{ operator-isdenotedby _)SEN((H,V,¢),(@V/BHj,a¢/BHj).

i:_'i_ Subsystemeliminationsweep operator.-This operatorconsistsof a repetitioe.
_i_} _e-_e-fa_-_PTI--_n"_gI_II--for each subs_,stemin a row to produce

_i_ their linearrepresentationto their parents. Notationfor the operator: is I_-SUBSW,or, optionally,I_SUBSW(p)PTI,I_SEN-)to indicatethat this operator

_i,. calls for applicationof---_i_PT1and I_SEN,in that order,to each node in the
_- giyen row.

i Procedureterminationcverator.-This operatorperformsthe followingtests:' ..... 1'. P'CPID= 1;1) _( TOLl

i_!ll 2. For each node:

i,:,_ pFescribedfor earn constraintof each node.
i,,! 3. Incremeptof F 4 TOL4 durihg last n executionsof the procedure.

i Whe_ all tests are satisfied,the operatormakes a-decisAonto stop furtheri::!i:_ repetitionsof the procedure.,lhe operatoris denotedby _TER.....
! (

! \ Overall IterativeProcedure

With the foregoingdefinitions,the entire iterativeprocedureof optimization

i_i with decompositioncan be presentedin a compactstep-by-ster_form.
,. 1, Initializationof {X} and {Y} for all nodes.

Lii 2. Execute I_ASW(I_AQ)
_"iI! 3. Row number set to the bottomrow number
: _ 4. Execute _SUBSW(_PTI,_SE_,:)

! I' 5. Row numberreset to next highe? level
i "_ 6. If the row number'is not I (the highestlevel),repeatfrom 4,
[ ): otherwisecontinue
i 7. Identify ¢ _ F
I, 8. Execute l_l_Pl'2
_i 9. Execute I_TER

10. Repeat from 2, uhless I_TER indicatesend of the procedure,then
• continue

i__i 11. Final analysis:
II.I Execute _BJ

i )_ !1_ Execute I_ASW
_!. I_.3 Execute _AC for all nodes of the system

!"_ STOP
i _ A block diagramin fig.6 shows the callinghierarchyof the operatorsin the
_'_ proced,,re.

17
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Cofl('luding the pro_dure de._,criptlo_, it shoald be. ompha_izPd that the
definittons of the operators given in the fo,_.qoing are introduced primarily
for the conceptuaL, pucl_OSes. The_e-definitim-_ ace by no m_an_ m_nt to
prqscrtbe rigidly tile detailed a[Io¢;ation of functions to the code, module_,
that aiilocation be4ag cle,_rly an implementation deci.si_)n to be ,_da in
considera_Aon of a _umber of computer ._oftwarean_ hardwar_ tartars no[
includ_ 'b_the scope of this repori_. ()nthe aggregate, howe.vat,the method
implementation should have-all the functional=capabilities called for by the
operator definitions,

STATUS OF KEY ELEMENTS OF TIIEME!HOt)

Tileprevious discussion referred several times to self-conta-inedoperations
which constitute the Key elements for the proposed optimization procedure.
This sect-toa-summariZesthe state-of-ree.diness--forthese key elements.

System and Subsystem Analyses

In the context of the decomposition scheme, the purpose of the analyses is to
calcul.atethe behavior variables which, in turn, are used to compute the.
interaction quantities (QI, RQI and NQI), the equality and inequality
constraints (G and El, and the objective function_ Elements of such analyses
axe embedded in the operators (_AQ,_)AC,and OOBJ; they are efitirelyproblem
dependent aJ_t-nota part of the proposed developr,lent, except where needed to
carpy out the test cases. Examples relevant to aircraft optimization are the
generally available programs for finite-element structural analysis, including
substructuri-ng,computational aerodynamics_ and aircraft performance
analysis. Programs described in ref. 14 constitute an example of the latter.

Although it is preferable, for obvious reasons, to obtain the needed behavior
variables by analysis, intrinsic modularity of the decomposition scheme allows
_ubstitution of experiment for anaiysis wherevep necessary.

It i_ desirable that the analyses b_ capable of-generating derivatives of the
behavior variables, in addition to the variables themselves, preferably by
efficient analytical techniques. Example of _Igorithms for such derivatives
are computation of derivatives of stress with respect to cross-section areas
described in ref. 5 and a techqique for obtaining derivatives of the pressure
coefficients at a given winq iocation with respect to the wing planform shape
variables (e.g.: aspect ratio) described in ref. 15.

Optimization

Numerous mathematical pr'ogramin9techniques embodied in existin9 computer
programs are available to perform optimization which is the task o) operator
_OPT in mode I, (m .;I), and mode 2, (m = Z). The program CONMIN (ref. 16}
based on the usable-feasible directions algoritllmis one natural candidate for
a major building black of the (_)}PToperator'. Implementation of CONMIN
in OOPT may be facilitated by embedding it in program Fi(ANOPI_ described i,)
ref. 17.
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[he effe£ttwness of l;h_-u_(!--o[ penalty function defined in _q. 2 li_ L_._n
well ostabHshe4 in the flmll_J'ous re-po_,_ on the Seqt_fltial tlflcc,_strai.ed
Mi_itli_za_tion T_clmique (SUHT) witlL an ext_¢lor pu_lE.y function,. Favorable 1
exp_ience--_dth the-use of such a pe_n_-ity futlctton in,qtt_ad-of many indtvidu_l 1

r,ortatra-it_ts in th_ u_tbla-fea_il_le dir_.ction al.gf_,_lthm (prt_qr_ CONML_ was
r_mrted in v_f.. 8, An _xa:ttple of an optimization i_ mode 1 w,_._ ,qiv_n for a
title-waited beam in r_f.-ll, using numerous local de_i_a variahle_, and
constraints on stres.%Joca.l_hur.Jtlinq___and.rCrO_;s-saction _eomet-ry.

tiowever, by i-t._ ver;_ nat_v'e tile fo:_mulatio_i based ¢nl an exterim penaIty
function is noncoaservative, and it, is _d_o inefficient whml tt_e i==itial trial
design is a foaMble one. Efiicim_cy improv,_m_mtand preservation oi the
desiglt feasibility, in such cases is )no area tl)at requires fu_l]er work.
It ma.y requ'ire e.xploration of altertt/_,tivo formulations for a single me_sut"e of
the constraint v_olations; one such #_'_asure apl_ar's to be suggested by the
well.,known inte.r'ior, and ex_ended-interior penalty function formulations
which_ when started with a feasible design, efficiently genera_;ea series of
steadily i_qprOvingfeasible designs, in a conservative iashion t_at many
engineers prefer in conducting a design proces:;.

At the subsystem level, the optimization operator must account for the
equality constraints. [lleequality constraints (eq. (2a)) may be satisfied
exactly, preferably by a design variable elimination technique whenever
analytically possible,or by one of the specialized optimization procedures.
An example of the forl_eris given in ref. 11 (the case of a thin-walled beam),
a few techniques of the latter category are described in refs. 5 and 18. As
an alternative to the exact satisfaction of _.heequality constraints in every
execution of the opti_ization operator (referred to as _ strict equality
optimization mode), it is possible to relax the strict equality requirement
aridto include the squared residuals of the equality constraints in the
penalty function (cumulative constraint, eq. 2}. This alternative (refeFred
to as a relaxed equality optimization mode) wil_ lead to a satisfaction of the
equality constraints when, but not necessarily before, the whole procedure
converges. A satisfactory experience with this ,_lternativehas been reported
in r_f. 2 for a two-level optimization of structures built up of
tension-compression componentso

In case the reverse interaction quantities (RQI) exist between a subsystem and
its parent node, they will give rise to eq_ality constraints ]t the parent
node level. These constraints represent a requirement of vanishing difference
between the RQI values assumed before the given subsystem analysSs is
accomplished and the values obtained from that analysis. Example of such
equality constraints and a dBnonstration that they can be satisfied
iteratively are given in refs. 19 and 20 for'the problem of aeroelastic
loads. In this problem, the RQI is the shape of an elastic a_rcraft
deformed due to the aeroelastic loads which themselves are influenced by that
shape. To account for this coupling, two aerodynamic shapes, one used in the
aerodynamic load analysis and the other obtained from structural analysis due
to these loads, are being iteratively brought into a _natch.

Conceptually, an RQI such as the one discussed above could as well be
identified as an NQI. Consequently, the results reported in refs. 19 and 20
appear to indicate that inclusion of the network influences, NQI, will not
keep the overall procedure from converging.

The proposed decomposition procedure calls for use of the piecewise linear
approximations (e.g., eq. 4) which implies that te operator _)PT will carry
out its optfmizat!on task {in either mode I or mode 2) entirely, or at least
partially, in a p_ecewise=tinear mBnner whose effectiveness is well documented
in refs. 4, 6, 10, and 21.
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>_ Optimum Sensitivity Analysis

:::,_: This ana..lysi_.perform_d-in th_ op_rator_ _SEN has been described in ref. 11,
..... and-has been iniplemente_ in a. general purpose experimental cGmputer code which)
F-,,,,: was tested-on a-number of examples w-_thsatisfactory resu.lts,.To function as
_:_,,i: a part of the opera-tot _)SEN,the program-required the-follo_,ingi_vements:

_::_ I. automatinq _election of the active constraints
i_!ii 2. automatic elimination of_linearly dependent-constTaint gradient
_,_ vectors_

i_ i 3. implementation of of a linearized version of the optimum
_ sensitivity anaJysis whose input does not require the costly-to-

L:"__:_,.I_ compute second derivatives oF the behavior wriables

l_.l )

_.): Termination and Sweep _rs

_/, These operators (_TER, _ASW and _SUBSW) are conceptually straightforward.
!:i;_,: They may take foem of high-le_el language codes or, optionally, may be written

ii in an operating system control language, dependently on the organization ofi:
,,c_:,i: the entire procedure (see section Execution Control, Data Management and

i,i:/ Hardware ImpIementation).

-!ii Overall ConvergeQce of the Optimization Procedure

; s!

)._ The sensiti-v_itya_alysis provides a very powerful extrap<_lationtool for
predicting changes to the optimum solution caused by chaJ_gesto the problem

i-I_I_ parameters, For highly nonlinear structural optimization cases, the accuracyi-!'(
of extrapotation represented by eq. 4 was demonstrated in ref, 11--tobe very

_L:_: good throughout the parameter changes of the order of 20 percent.
/

)-_'Ii: I_ view of that finding and a success w-itha two-level approach reported ini ref. 2, prospect for fast overall convergence of the proposed multilevel
' ,) optimization procedure appears to be very good. However, no proof of

i i_ convergence is available and it is doubtful that one can be developed for an

i: entirely general case, in which local minimum and disjoint design spaces would

_i have to be considered since the design experience indicates that they do occur
in optimization of engineering systems....Nevertheless_ iF the proposed method

i_ can be shown experimenta-llyto produce a sequence of "improved" designS, theni there should be no difficulty in formulating "practical" convergence criteria
; by which to decide when to terminate the process.

Execution Control, Data Management and Hardware Implementation

Ii Since the decomposition procedure calls for iterative execution of
computer

programs organized in the afore discussed operators, numerous loops, branches,

i and other standard software cunstructs will have to be coded. In the general

) case, the computer programs will mostly be stand-alone, existing codes toolarge to be turned into subroutines to a main program. Consequently, to build
')_ the desired constructs, one can choose among the following software executive
!_ capabilities currently available:

i _
!
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1. control language embedde_Lin an operating system, e_g,, CDCCyber
ContTol_Language, whose use as an executive softwar_._s des_riJ_ed in.

i: refs. 22, 23, _nd 24.

2'....capabi]_ki.ty to command,the selec_d operating sys__mfunCtions,
including_eXecution, of stand--along programS, from inside of a FORTRAN

_ program. This capab.tli_y, intrinsic, in some milni¢omputers (Such as a I
PRIME 750) is now a.]soavail-ableon matnframe.._computers(such as the !
CBC Cyber computer.series under--NOS1,4).

3. a high-4evel language ca]led Engineering Analysis Language (EAL),
reference 25, which is a utiJit_L-pr-ov.ided--with_ system.ofprograms

i_ and dal_aof the same-name-. T.heSystem is open ended and permits
addition of new, hereto£ore stand--alonecodes.

4......A combination of alternative I_ 2, and 3....

It.is conceival_l.ethat -for the.decompOSiti_ concept demonstrati-on,a pilot
program can be built using a simple ma_n program-subrOutine organization.

Regardless of the type of executive capabili.ty,one has to.be prepared, in a J
genera] case, foF hand1-_nga large volume of data.and-to provide means for- I.
_isibility and tracking of the final and..intermediate-re(u-lts,.The.minimum-of
the data_hand]Lingcapability ap.pearsto be assurectin the file management_
typica.1_of a modern operating system such as NOS 1,4, used in a way dscr-ibed_---
in.ref. 24_ with the more advanced data uti]ity being available in EAL (ref.

, 25). Ultimately, the IPAD (ref; 13) data management software such as RIM
i_ (rgi_.28) and _IP (ref. 29) may prove to be the solution. Regarding the----....
I intermediate and final pesul-tvisibility, it appears that IPAD- offered

graphics utilities, together with the vendor provided operating sysi_em i
graph.icssoftware, should be adequate.
Hardware implementation of-the decompositio_grocedure may be done solety on a
mainframe computer, or a minicomputer, or it may be distributed over a network
of computers of various types as suggested in ref. 12. In view of the
parallelism inherent in both the decomposition concept and network computing,
the latter may emerge as a p#eferred alternative._

In summary, all the main building blocks_appear to be available its._orms
adequate for immediately commencing development of the proposed multilevel
optimization procedure. Improvements needed in some of the building blocks
may be accomplished in parallel with that development, and those aspects of
the method which cannot be ascertained theoretically; e,g,j the overall
convergence_.can be explored experimentally as postulated in the section on
test_ing.
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DECOMPOSITION METHOD AND ORGANIZATION OF A DESIGN PROCESS

The acceptance of the proposed,method, with its wide raBge of applicability
wi-lldepend not-only on_itS use as a-new tool,by designers-but even more
importantty-on its use by managers of design organizations.....A-few factors
likely to affect that acceptance a.re-examinedbelow.

CompatibiIity fritha Desiga_Of-f-lce-.Structure

In contrast to "all-the-variable_-in-one-basket" al!proachwhich would_hide the
optimization mechanism in one mysterious 'q)lackbox," the multilevel
decomposition makes contributions of all_the disciplines clearlj(visible and
therefore should fit very well the natural diviS.ionof the design functions
among many specialty broups cooperating with each other. The.obvious
simi-laritybetween the system hierarchy diagram, such as the erie-in fig.
AS(b)_ and a typical design office organization chart supports_that
assertion. Each node of the hierarchy diagram caQ be equated with a group of
specialists-equippecLwith their tools,,intuitive judgment, methods, computers
and, yes, experimental facilities.

._longwith that_similarttyk the approach brings in some new elements which are
likely to have_a profound and positive-impact on the way the design decisions
are made ancLcompromises reached in the inevitable interdiscip__y
conflicts. These new elements are as follows:

I. Each group designs ttheirsubsystem to specific tequipements
represented by parameters H = X prescribed from the next higher level, with
the objective of minimizing the measure of violation of the subsystem
constraints (the cumulative co_Istraints)..That ol_jective__hich replaces a
traditional, disciplinary measure o£_goodness (e.g., minimum weight), is
pursued through repetitions ot the entire procedure, reducing its va-lueto a
n,ewjlov_erminimum,in each repetition until it re_ches zero--an indication
that all constraints are satisfied. Example of this might be a structures
group where one iteration task might be to design an airframe of a prescribed
m_ss, loads, and external shape to minimize cumulative measure of violation of
constraints such as stress, deformation, and flutter.

Z. Each group analyze_ its optimal design for sensitivity with respect
to the prescribed parameters.

3. At the next higher level node (parent system), the amounts of
violation and the sensitivity derivatives from all the subsystems subordinated
to that node are used to perform the parent system optimization. This
optimization resolves the tradeoffs between the subordinate modes in an
entirely objective manner on the basis of the optitnumsensitivity derivatives.

4. All the sensitivity information needed to resolve all the trade-off
problem_ posed in the entire system design rises to the very top of the
hierarchy where the objective function and constraints for the entire system
are considered.

22
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I_Lthe process,, engineers at each level- have.fu1_ visib_tllty of theiJ--results
and ful.l_ knowledge of the sen:;iCivity reformation concerning thei_ subsystem-

s. and its. cluster- of- subsystems at Ehe_levels below,. Along _.th responsibtiity
2: for their results,_ they &Lso retafn, choice and_control_ of theiJ" tools and

methods t_ perf:orm aforementioned tasks I,_ 2,_ and 3._ Rema_kabiy, this choice
.- may incl_de..also the use of experimentalmethods.

_ Efficiencyof-the hierar-chialorganizationrequires,1ogtcal_y,that-databe_
_ transferredquicklyand that work at variousnodes be performedin paralleltO
i-',._ the largestpossibleextent. These requirements,in turn, call for integratecL

managementof data and for parallelcomputerprocessing._in addition,the
latterbringsabout the issue of synchronousvs. asyn.chronouS.r(Cha0tic)modes

_ of operation.

_; SynchronousOperatiOnMode

In a_synchronousmode, which seems "natural'_-toanyone used to the
conventionaliterat_vealgorithms,optimizationof a given parentsystem is.

_- not.attemptedbefore optimizationsand_sensitivityanalysesare.completedfor
each of the subsystem_in the subordinatecluster. This is a preferredmode,
but only if all the subsystemsreq_ireapproximately_the same time for their
optimizationsand sensitivityanalyses,or if these Operationstake so little
time that waitingfor the "slowest'_subsystemresuIZsdoes not matter,
otherwiseone may consideran asynchronousmode.

AsynchronousOperationMode

In this mode, optimizationand sensitivityanalysisof a parent systemproceed
when the optimizationand sensitivityresultsfrom most, but not necessarily
a_l, of the subordinatesubsystemsare available. The few subsystemswhich
are late with their resultsare temporarily'ignoreduntil the next opportunity
to includetheir informationarises, It is easy to predict,that those
subsystemsin which experimentalwork is i_volvedwould be especially,but not
solely,prone to fall into the "slow"categorywhich woul_ contribute
intermittentlyinsteadof consecutivelyto the successiveiterationsin the
process.

An encouragingprecedentfor the notionthat iterationsbased-onsuch
intermittentcontributionsdo convergeis being found in the conceptof the
so-calledchaoticiterativemethods recentlyproposed(ref, 26) for solution
of large sets of simultaneousequation.sby parallelcomputingin a networkof
microprocessors.Furthermore,ohe may argue that althoughthe optimum
obtainedby an asynchronousoptimizationwill probablybe differentfrom one
obtainedby a synchronousoptimization,it will not necessarilybe worse.

This assertionis based on the followingreasoning: 2n general,the original
(nondecomposed)problemmay be nonlinearand nonconvex,therefore,local
minimamay occur. Hence, the optimizationresult (discoveryof one local
minimumor another)is search-pathdependent,the path taken being

23
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_i_ affected by the choice of the synchronous or asy_hronous mode. However,
..,_ _l-though different paths may lead.to a diflferent local- m_ima, there is no

) reason to expect that,_.intriJ_Sically, the path correspond_j to one-particulac-
modewi]l always lead to a superior local _inimum.

Summary of Advantages

rn summary, the m_ltilevel decomposition viewed i_ context of the-orga.niza_on
'ili of the design offers the following advantageS.: ..........

F6-----.i:, 1. The engineering specialty groups retain control over their tasks-,including the methods and toots. Consequently, creativity, insight,
-,)

;/_ and-responsibility for results are promoted rather than being
_,t! impeded, as would be the case in the all-in-one optimization wl_ick

would be perceived as a "black box" taking over the engineer's task
2, BecauSe of the-independence of the choice of solution methods and the

possibi.lityoi_ using the a._ynchronousmode, experimental methods may
be included.

3. Visibility of intermediate results at_all levels and a clear picture
of the trade-off trends is assured.

_iI 4....Advantage is taken of the opportuni1_iesprovided by computertechnology such as the parallel processing and the organized_means of

_- data management.Implementation of the multilevel decomposition method may be _i.sualizedas-a
"_I network of computers of various, judiciously chosen, types organized in a
)L hierarchial structure underlying a similar structure of a human organization
1_ which uses the method as a tool in design of a complex engineering system.

_II TESTING THE METHOD

:!}ii
_= For a successful implementation of the propoSed multilevel optimization

-/_i-_ method, two t_(pesof testing are needed. One of them w_ll be a routine
_ module-by-module verification of the code correctness, mandatory in ar_y
_ software system development. The other type of-testing should address the
i:_) conceptual uncertainties and generate experience to guide the implementationo
i For this type of testing, one may propose working out a few physical examples

as well as a more abstract simulation which-are described below.

i"

_. Physical Examples
!
...." A portal framework used as example I in Appendix A would provide a good
) development test case. Its testing should consist at least of the following:

_L. I. Ortimization by the all-in-one approacl_starting from a few different
initial designs to establish a benchmark optimal design (or designs

i if local minima are found).
?_

T_
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_._ 2, If a_usabte-feasibledirections,optimization,technique-is ta be u.'md,

_i_.! then the-op_timizatioa,should, be repeatedwith.a_cumulativeconstraint
y._. (_2) to_ascertain__its_-influence-on the benchmark.-cesults,

L_._;': 3. Repetitionof-theoptimizationusJng a piece_Ise-linearprocedureto
_ / eval_fluence On the benchmarkresults..........

_: 4. Finally_ the multilevel optimization: to compare its convergence,
_:! ef-ficiency, and results with the benchmark case. This compa_son in -
.F_ conjunctionzith the data availablefrom_testS2 and 3 will reveal

_;,,i the-extentto which the Inevitabdediscrepancies_arecausedby the--
_'.:_i'! mul.tilevelapproach,ratherthan by the use of-cumulativecons-traint

and piecewise-l_inearprocedurewhich are auxi_liarytools incidental.
?Jk. to the very conCept Of_the. multilevel decOmop_p_sjtion._

_T_ A simp.lifieclaircraftoptimizatior_described_asexample2 in Appendix_Awou3cL
_?_ providean opportunityfor testingmultidisciplinaryinfluences° A benchmark
i _'- resultcould be obtainedby one_ofthe existingaircraftsynthesiscodeS,

of detail_f the aerodynamicand.structur_lanalysesin the mu_Itilevel
optimi_ationshould be the same as in the code for geseratingthe benchmark

result.

Simulation of--aMult_i_levelOptimization

')'_ The p_imarypurposeo_ the simulationwill be generationof operational
!(i experiencewith variousconfigurationsof-the systemto be optimizedin ordery
•_ to explorethe new, previouslyuntestedaspectsof the entiremethod-andguide
_- its implementation.The ma.j_oruntestedaspectsthat cannotbe ascertained

I;' theoreticallyand,therefore, need to be investigatedexperimentallyare:
}

2. Influenceof the interactionsRQI and NQI on the convergence

;'li" 3.-_ Computationalcosts-savingsof the multilevelapproachrelativeto
_'_ the all-in-oneapproach

!!)i) 4. Relativeefficienciesof variouscomputeritsorganizationsof thei): procedureand user-orientedfeaturesof inputand outputi_

!;_!: 5. Feasibility,accuracyand efficiencyof the parallelsynchronousand
) asynchronousmodes of operation
i

_I; To performthese tests quicklyand inexpensively,only analyticalfunctions
, shouldbe used in the nodes of-the simulatorsystem. Initially,the functions
_ for simulationof-thenode constrains and the systemobjectiveshouldbe

_ i chosen to be convexin the X and Y domainsin order to avoid the multiple
_,_ localminima problem, lo assure ease of code modifications,the entire

L _ simulationprogramshouldbe coded in-corein the form of a main program
_IIL callingsubroutines,even for simulationof the case of parallel

comp_tingon distributedprocessors.

i
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Decisions on the details of the. simclation program organization, and select_ion
of the anaIyt.tcal- functions as wet] as details of t_ physical-test examp_les
are-part of the dev_opmen_ progra_n beyond the scop_eof this repoct,

CONCLUSIONS_--

method,for decomposinga large optimizat_o_.preblem i_o a..-hierarchy of
separat-e-bu.t--coupled subproblems_iS i_tr.oduced_ The method is based on a
l_near decon_oosition principle, using the concept of sensitivity of each
opt:ima-1,subsystem to the variables Of-the-system of next higher level which
are treate_ as parametecs i___th_t subsystem optimization,

It iS shown that the method can be. implemented using as buL]ding blocks the
algOri.thms--and compuCer-programswhich alJ-eady exist. The st_ate of" readiness.
of each building, block is discussed, and the formulation of. the entire
i_tegrated procedu-re f_)r optimizatio_Lith decomposition ts describecLto the

_- degree of detail needed to gui_le the development wOrk, including testing,

The main benefits-ofthe-me_th_include: (I) compatibilitywith the natural
organizationof a .cle_ignprocessunder which the work is d_ided among the
specialty_groups,(2) abilityi;etake advantageof the computertechnOlogy
pro_ceSs in the orga_ze_ddata hansellingand parallelcomputing,(3) abilityto
absorbthe diScipl.ina_experimentald_a in the.processof system
optimization,an¢ (4) the mathematicalrigor i_tr_uce_Lin-theprocessof
making the designdecisions_r practicalengineeringproblems.........................
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APPENDIXA

i_ EXAI_P_LESOF DECOMPOSITION

Three examples_providedin this append._xillustratedecompositionfor_
_: optimiza,tionpurposes._Ihe examplesare minimummass op_timizatiOn_ofa simple

_ framework(whicl__s discussedin a_ abr.idgedform.in.section"Key Idea for

_. the Decomposition"),minimummass optimization-ofa wing-fuselageairframe,
-- and an optimizationof-an aircraftfor a minimum-_}ffuel consumedto del_iverL
- given payloadovera p_escribedrange,.Discussion.of the examplesis limited

to the featuresdirectlyrelevantto the decompositionconcept_withthe
_T disciplinarydeta-i1_of anatysisomitted. General_._famiILia_ityof the reader
_i with the.._LtScipl.!nar__.technologiesinvolvedin the-_examplesis assumed.

f_'?L

._. Example1: A PortalFrameworL_

A po_tal f.rameworkshowrLi_ figure_li_Lan exampl_of a hierarchialsystem
that_can be optimizedfor mirdmummass subjectto strengthand displa.Cement

; constraintsusing the lineardecompositionapproach. The decompositionis
two-le.veland resu1_tsdirectlyf_om the fact_ that one can use-anengineering
beam theoryto analyzethe frameworkfor internalforces-(e.ndforces-a_each

• beam) and displacements,assumingthat A(_cm_) and iy(cm.4) for each
beam (or even ly alone, if beams are slender)are_given-but-withoutknow_g

_ the det-a__ledcross-sectional(Limensions(bI, t_...etc.). These dimensions
can be optimizedseparatelyfor each beam as long as the end foFces (fig.2)
ip.-eachbeam are known and assumedfixed.

Consequently,the correspondenceof the basic elementsof the decomposition
approachto the specificsol_ the frameworkexampleis immediatelyobviousas
shown in a Venn diagramin figureA£; a hierarchydiagrami_ figureA2;,and
Table--If,which displaysthe one-to-oneequivalencesof entitiesinvolved.
Exampleof a particularform of eq. (2a)can be given by cross-sectionalarea
and moment of inertiaas functionsof cross-sectionaldimensionsfor an
I-beam:

z2 = h-(ti+t2)/2;z3 = (h-t2)/2

AI = bltl; A2 = bzt2; A3 = {h_tl-t2)t3

A = AI+A2+A3 (All

c = (A2zz+Alzl)/A

: ly = (blt)+b2t)+t3(h-tl-t2)3)/12+ AIc2 +

A2(z2_c)2+ A3(Zl-C)z (A2)
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__'i_a Example_2: A W_ng-FuselageAirframe

_! An_airf_-ame composedof-an arrow-wing: and fuselage (figure A3(a)) p_rovides-

example era-hie_t_ctxi.cal structural, system,whose strongly_coupled subsystems

are substi_uctures._ As shown,in figure A3, the relatively long root chord of
the wing in the arrow wing co_fJgurat_on-chosen for the example makes-the
chordwi.seplate bending_of-thewing cOuplewith-thefusel.agebendingand gives

- :- rise to interactionforces (Fi _heougllF5 in figureA3(b)_ wMch Gan.be

i computedusing a.stiff_ess-matri_-K shown top_1ogicatly_in figureA3(c)).

Each element-Ki_ of matr_ K is a sum of stiffnesscontributionsfrom
wing, Ki.(w-)_an_ fuselage,Ki.i(f)• Ki.i -_Kij(W} -.

_! Con_queJntly,the stiffr_essco_ff.ic_ienl_Ki.i(w)art(l"Ki.i{f).,play

i the samerole in.the airframesubstpucturing-analysisas the beam

ce.oss-.sectionaTproperties A and Ly in the frameworkanalyeisand become
the System level designvariables......Assumingthe atrf-rames_ruct_ralmass as

_ an objective,unctionto be cOntroLledat the system!_vel,the add.i¢ional
design variablesarestructuralmasses, W(w) and W(T;,.of_the_wingand
the fuselage.

Similarlyas in the frameworkexample,the correspondeoceof basic elementsof
the decompositionapproachto the particularelementsof the airframeexample
iS Shown by means of a Ver,ndiagramin figureA4.(a)_a hierarchydiagramir_
figureA4(b), and Tab-]eIiI. Examplesof local variablesare shown in figure
Aa(c).___

The choiceof stiffnesscoefficientsas design variablesis.highly
ueconventionaa-andexperienceis limitedrelative-toits practicality. The

>: ultimateproof of the proposed approach will lie in the test results.

Example-3: A Transport Aircraf&

Designof aircraftprovidesan examplefor multlleveloptimizationof a
_"_ multidisciplinaryengineeringsystem. For this purpose,one may isolateone
g_ii-=, of the many aspectsof aircraItoptimizationand presenti_ here in a manner
_Ii intentionallynarrowedand simplifiedfor conciseness. Supposethat the

optimizationtask calls for minimizationof the fuel consumedto delivera
given payloadover a given range. One possiblechoice of the design variables
is listedin two g,ropps:(I) the wing area S, aspect ratio AR, airframe
s_rt_cturalmass W{S;,,a.od(2) takeoffthrust T_,.propuLsionsystemmass
WLP;, fuel consumed W(J), drag coefficient cD{P;,_andthe mission
parametersof cruisealtitude her and-Machnumber Mcr. ASsumingthe

'; above as the system Level variables,a Venn diagramand a hierarchydiagram
developas shown_n figureA5 (a and b).

I! The variablesof group I (S, AP,and W(S)) governthe airframewhich is a
parent system to the wing and fuse|agesubsystems,and which was examinedin

-F', the previousexample. The diagramshows propulsionas a subsystemdirectly
-..,. connectedto the aircraftsystemand governedby group 2 of the system level
! v_riables. Th.epropulsionsubsystemdesign variables

{y1(2,2)...yi(2,2)[need not be specifiedfor the purpuseof this
_ discussionbeyondmentioning,say, a compressordiameterand a turbofanbypass

-_; ratioas examples.
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Correspondence of the generic e_ements of-the-deck, position approach to the
par_tiCu]ar etements of this example is giVen--in Table-IV. Nottce that, uxLltke
in the previm_s two examples, there-exi_sts a reverse-tnteracticn quantity
(RQL) between the-nodes 2,1 and 1,1, This RO[ cepresents influence of the
elastic defortnatton of the a_'-frame on the aerodynainic loads computed a_ the
system level and calls for a speci_l system level constraint. The functio_ of
that constra_n£ will be to bring the aerodynamic-loads assumedas input to the
structuraJ analysis into equality w_Lh the same loads corcected to ref-lect the
deformed _hape which is obtai_.d_as output from tha_ anal_sis_

The influence of an NQI Wpe also exists in this example between nodes 2.2 and
3.1 in the fore of the engine weight influence on the wing structure stress.
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APPENDIX B

y:_ HANDLINGTHE REv-ERSEAND NETWOttK-.INTERACTION$

This appendix describes, one pOss4ble approacK to the p_oblem-of including theM.

reverse and later__l interaction (RQI's and NQL%) a_ong the nodes of a
_..:-:' hierarchical, top-down system._- ...........

:_, An example of a system hierarchic1 diagram with the RQI and NQI existing in
addition to the QI is showrr in figure B_. Problems caused by existence of

: the RQ! and NQI are defined and their solution proposed.

"_ Problem 1: Vertical Reverse Coupling
i - 'r -

The problem is caused by existence oil the RQI and can be described as follows:-

For solution of, say, node 3.2 (diagram, fig. BL), one needs to know Q! from
solution of node 2.1, but that node cannot be solved unless t_ne RQI from node
3.2- is available ....

The solution to the problem is to assume an, as yet unknown, RQI = RQI*, solve
node 2.1 obtaining QI = QX* and then solve node 3,2, using QL* as_an input, to
obtain a corrected RQI = RQI*;* which in turn-_tl]- result in a corrected value
of-QI. = QI**, Convergence is obtained wheh the diff_erences between the
elements of the vectors RQI* and RQi**, and QX* and QI*_ diminish _ an
assumed tolerance.

This convergence could be achieved by a separ3te dedicated iteration embedded
in the overall optimization procedure. However, there is no need for such
dedicated iteration, because the task can be delegated to the optimization
procedure by simply adding to the set of constraints of the parent node (node
2.1 in the example in figure B1) a constraint enforcing the convergence of,
say, RQI* and RQI**, i.e.,

gr = ,RQI**u -IIRQI*U _<E nRQI**m (B1)

where c is a small tolerance parameter.

The iteration toward converging the RQI** and RQI*-vectors is clearly a part
of the overall system ana;ysis. Therefore, its proposed blending w_tJ_ the
optimization itself-can be recognized as the so-called integrated
analysis-optimization whose conceptual and numerical validity is established
in the literature, e.g., refs. 5 and ZT, and refs. 19 and 20 in which af_

: elastic aircraft shape deformed by aerodynamic loads played implicitly a role
of an RQI.
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iSi Probl_n-2:.. Lateral-Coupli ng

- lLhe problem is caused by existence of the NQI a_d, basica]-ly resembles that ofRQI, tlm.refore,, a. S.imilar apl!O_ch: can be taken. Two subproblems need to be
)=_ dt st i ngu.ished here.

.t,- _oblem A - a one-way lateral interaction.- For solxLtiori of, say node
_ : _: _cl's to knowa ce.su_[.tof sol:ution of node-(m,n) (an influence
_J marked by a dotted arrow in figure Bi) which can be solved without inputs from
;i_ node _,q),

!_= Solution is simp]y that of tiJning, if m < p. Node (m,n) (which is at a level
higher than node (p,q)) is solved fir.st and the solution of node (p,q) follows
with the NO_ information routed directly from..node (re,n) to node (p,q), e.g.,

_::.: from node .(_3.2) to node (4.Z) in figure B1.) y.

However, if m > p (a node at a_lower level influences a node at. a_higher

to (3.3)),the situationbecomessimilarto the one
i!evel,e.g., (4.1)

invOlving an RQI and calls for a.similar solution. First time., one can solve

i the (p,cL) node for assumedvector NQI* ((m,n),(p,q)) and then solve the (re,n)
node to produce a corrected value of NQt** ((m,n),(p,q))to be used-in the nex_
analysis of the (p,q) node, etc, Convergencecan be enforceo by introducing a

_; constraintanalogousto equationBI:

;i gr = hNQl*_*n- uNQI*__<¢ INQI**_ (B2)

)_: _n,ntheopti_zation of-the node which is the lowest revelparent to both nodes) and (__,q).In the examplein figureB1, such node is node 2.2.
!;

!_ Subproblemb - a two-wa_lateralinteraction.-In this subproblem,eacllnode
--:_ in a pair (m,n) and (p,q) need_ as input for its analysisthe NQI from the

i)_ other node in the pair. The solution-isto inctudein the optimizationof the)= node which is the lowest level con'anonparentof-the p&ir two additional
L) constraintsto accountfor discrepancybetweenthe NQI** and NQI* actingin
_ both directions

;_ = RNQI**((m,n)(p,q))u- |NQl*((m,n),(p,q))uii gr ,

_ c |NQI**((m,n),(p,q)), (Bla)

gr+l = _NQl**((p,q),(m,n))_- |NQl*((p,q),(m,n))_

_<c ,NQIe*((m,n),(p,q))_ (Blb)

and to assume the NQI* values in the first iteration.

An exampleof such interactionis illustratedin figureBI for a pair of nodes
: (3,5) and (4,2)whose lowestlevel commonparent node is (2.2).
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